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ABSTRACT Delivering fast response times for user transactions is a critical requirement for Web services.
Often, a Web service has Service Level Agreements (SLA) with its users that quantify how quickly the
service has to respond to a user transaction. Typically, SLAs stipulate requirements for Web service response
time percentiles, e.g., a specified target for the 95th percentile of response time. Violating SLAs can have
adverse consequences for a Web service operator. Consequently, operators require systematic techniques to
predict Web service response time percentiles. Existing prediction techniques are very time consuming since
they often involve manual construction of queuing or machine learning models. To address this problem,
we propose Prospective, a data-driven approach for predicting Web service response time percentiles. Given
a specification for workload expected at the Web service over a planning horizon, Prospective uses historical
data to offer predictions for response time percentiles of interest. At the core of Prospective is a lightweight
simulator that uses collaborative filtering to estimate response time behaviour of the service based on
behaviour observed historically. Results show that Prospective significantly outperforms other baseline
techniques for a wide variety of workloads. In particular, the technique provides accurate estimates even for
workload scenarios not directly observed in the historical data. We also show that Prospective can provide a
Web service operator with accurate estimates of the types and numbers of Web service instances needed to
avoid SLA violations.
INDEX TERMS Performance engineering, prediction, response time percentiles, system sizing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web services need to respond quickly to transactions issued
by their users. Long response times can frustrate a user and
can cause them to discontinue using the service. Often, Web
service operators have Service Level Agreements (SLA) with
end users that among other things specify requirements, e.g.,
acceptable thresholds, for service response times. Typically,
an SLA will stipulate targets for service response time per-
centiles. Since the objective is to avoid long response times
for users, percentiles that capture the tail of the response time
distribution, e.g., the 95th percentile, are often used while
defining SLAs.
Operators need systematic performance engineering tech-
niques to ensure that their service will meet response time
percentile requirements when deployed in production mode.
Specifically, given a planning horizon, i.e., a future time
period, and an estimate of user workload over this planning
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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horizon, an operator needs predictions of the various response
time percentiles of interest. Such predictions can help the
operator take remedial actions if percentile thresholds are
likely to be exceeded. An example of a remedial action could
be scaling out the resources and using more server instances
to host the service. Operators need a performance engineering
approach to help them select the right types and numbers of
server instances to avoid exceeding response time percentile
thresholds.
Performance engineering exercises for Web services typ-
ically combine load testing and performance modeling
[1], [2]. Since load tests are very time consuming to setup
and conduct, typically only a very small number of test
workloads and system configuration settings are considered.
Consequently, a queuing model or a machine learning model,
e.g., regression model, may be used to predict the response
time behaviour of the service under workloads and system
settings that were not explored during the testing phase.
Measurements from the load tests are used to parameterize
as well as validate the predictive model.
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While modeling techniques can be effective, operators
can face many challenges in leveraging them. Specifically,
queuing analysis techniques can be time consuming since
they require an expert to author, parameterize, and validate
a model of the Web service. Similarly, applying machine
learning models requires an expert to identify the right type
of learning technique to employ. Furthermore, expertise is
needed to map workload and system characteristics to numer-
ical independent variables that are good at explaining the vari-
ation in the dependent variable, i.e., a response time percentile
of interest. This process is called featurization. Additionally,
some Machine learning and statistical techniques, e.g., least
squares regression [3] and quantile regression [4], require the
specification of a suitable performance function, e.g., linear
or polynomial, that defines how the identified independent
and dependent variables are related. Such tasks typically
require an expert and can be time consuming.
In this paper, we explore a data-driven and automated
approach called Prospective to address these limitations.
Prospective does not require an operator to author a queuing
model. Furthermore, neither does it require the operator to
explicitly define a featurization nor does it require the speci-
fication of a performance function. Prospective takes as input
historical performance data collected either from load testing
campaigns or from a live system deployment and a speci-
fication for the workload expected at the Web service over
a planning horizon. The specification describes the arrival
pattern of transactions, i.e., the time series of arrivals, and
the transaction mix, i.e., the probabilities of observing each
transaction type in the workload. Each transaction type refers
to a specific function invoked by the end user, e.g. browse and
buy in an e-commerce system. Given such a specification,
Prospective uses the historical data to offer predictions for
response time percentiles of interest for the specified work-
load. The key challenge that Prospective needs to address is
that the specification of the workload for which a prediction
is desired could be quite different from those of the workloads
used to generate the historical data.
Prospective employs a novel approach to address this chal-
lenge. The central idea behind Prospective is the combined
use of load and transaction type for predicting a transac-
tion’s response time. We define the load at any given time
instant as a vector that records the numbers of concurrent
transactions of each type at a service at that time instant.
Prospective consists of a lightweight simulator that interacts
with a collaborative filtering (CF) [5] based response time
prediction module to estimate the service’s response time
behaviour. The prediction process begins by first generating
a synthetic trace of transactions that conforms to the input
workload specification. Prospective’s simulator traverses this
trace to produce initial estimates of the loads experienced by
these transactions. Given the initial load estimated for a syn-
thetic transaction and that transaction’s type, response time
prediction is carried out by analyzing the historical data to
obtain past response times detected for the desired transaction
type and load combination. For scenarios where the historical
data has not encountered this combination, the CF method
infers the response time based on response times recorded
in the repository for similar combinations. The simulator
iteratively refines the load and response time estimates for the
synthetic transactions and then finally calculates the desired
percentiles.
Results from realistic Web service testbed based on the
RUBiS [6] benchmark application show that Prospective
achieves high accuracy for a wide variety of workloads. In all
of the experimented scenarios, we show that Prospective can
offer 95th and 99th percentile predictions with errors less than
14.1%. Furthermore, Prospective outperforms baseline tech-
niques. In particular, it is 16 times more accurate than a sim-
ilar technique from literature that is agnostic to transaction
types. Prospective is also significantly more accurate than
existing approaches in literature that are based on building
quantile regression models [7], [8]. Finally, we show how
Prospective can be used to simulate the impact of horizon-
tal scaling. Specifically, results show that the technique can
simulate common load balancing policies used in practice and
provide an operator with accurate estimates of the types and
numbers of server instances needed to avoid response time
percentile violations.
This paper represents a significant extension of the prelimi-
nary work described in our previous paper [9]. The extensions
are along the following directions:
1) We have further improved the accuracy of Prospective
by incorporating two new features. We now explore an
additional step where transaction types having similar
mean response times are automatically clustered into
a small number of transaction groups. We also study
a refinement to the earlier approach we used to auto-
matically select Prospective’s simulation parameters.
On an average, as discussed in Sec. V-C, the two new
features combined improve the mean prediction error
for the 95th and 99th percentiles from 11.0% and 14.2%
to 6.1% and 7.0%, respectively.
2) We have expanded the evaluation by experimentally
comparing Prospective with two state-of-the-art quan-
tile regression techniques [7], [8].
3) We present new experiments to characterize the sensi-
tivity of Prospective to the historical data. The results
are discussed in Sec. V-E.
4) To support system sizing questions, we have added a
new module to Prospective that can simulate common
load balancing policies used in practice. We present
new experiments in Sec. VI to show how this feature
can be used to simulate horizontal scaling scenarios and
answer system sizing questions.
5) The related work section is significantly expanded.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Our
methodology is discussed in Sec. II. Sec. IV describes the
experiments used to validate Prospective. Sec. V provides
results that characterize Prospective’s prediction accuracy.
Sec. VI show how Prospective can be used to support system
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sizing exercises. Sec. VII discusses related work. Finally,
Sec. VIII provides conclusions and future work.
II. PROSPECTIVE
We propose ‘‘Prospective’’, a system for Predicting
RespOnSe Time PErcentiles using CollaboraTIVE Filter-
ing. The high level architecture of Prospective is described
in Sec.II-A. Sections II-B to II-D discuss in detail the imple-
mentation of Prospective.
A. OVERVIEW
Fig. 1 shows the architecture of Prospective. The target
application is a Web service with n types of transactions
with each transaction type assigned a unique id in the range
1 to n. Similar to other performance prediction technique,
Prospective requires that the Web service operator specifies
as input a workload specificationW over a planning horizon.
W represents the workload for which a prediction is desired.
It consists of the tuple of transaction mix M, transaction
arrival model A, and the total number of transactions N . M
defines the probabilities of observing each transaction type in
the workload. A provides a statistical model that governs the
time instants at which transactions in the workload arrive at
theWeb service, i.e., the arrival pattern.W can be obtained by
exploiting workload prediction techniques [10], [11] or using
expert knowledge. It can also be obtained by perturbing the
current workload of the service for the purpose of a sensitivity
analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, a workload generator is used to
transformW to a trace T of N workload records. Each record
pertains to a transaction and contains an id indicating the
transaction’s type and also the time at which the transaction
arrives at the Web service.
FIGURE 1. High level architecture of prospective.
From Fig. 1, Prospective predicts the response time per-
centile for an operator-defined percentile valueP. Prospective
also takes as input a historical data repository D. Each record
in the repository pertains to a transaction i. It includes the
transaction’s type k , load Li, and its load-dependant response
time resLii . Li is an n-dimensional vector where the j
th ele-
ment in Li, Li[j], shows the number of transactions of type j
executing concurrently on the service during the execution
of transaction i. The response time of the transaction is indi-
cated by resLii . D can be constructed by processing trace data
Trep from a load testing campaign or the actual Web service
deployment. Prospective only requires that each line of Trep
contain the arrival instant of a transaction, its transaction type,
and its response time.
As shown in Fig. 1, the final inputs to Prospective are the
overlap parameterO and the number of iterations parameter I .
O defines the minimum overlap between the execution of
two transactions for them to be considered as concurrent
transactions during load calculations. I is the number of times
Prospective attempts to refine the response time estimates
for a transaction. O and I together provide a mechanism to
simultaneously improve prediction accuracy and limit simu-
lation time. The parameters are automatically calculated in a
pre-processing phase described in Sec. II-C.
Prospective uses a lightweight simulator in combination
with a CF based response time prediction module to estimate
response times of transactions in the input trace T. These
response times are then used to calculate the Pth percentile
of response times. Multiple independent simulation runs can
be carried out to calculate a confidence interval (CI) for the
mean. The Web service operator can use the predictions to
take system sizing and application deployment decisions.
Fig. 1 also shows the high-level interaction between the
simulator and the response time prediction modules. The
simulator module takes as input the workload trace T. It then
calculates the load Li experienced by a transaction i in the
trace and queries the response time prediction module to get a
response time estimate presLii at this load for the transaction.
This process is repeated for all N transactions to obtain the
response time percentile of interest. We next discuss in detail
the implementation of these two modules.
B. SIMULATOR
Algorithm 1 describes Prospective’s simulator which takes
as input the trace T, the desired percentile P, and the input
parameters derived from the pre-processing phase namely,
the overlap parameter O and the number of iterations param-
eter I . We defer the description of the pre-processing phase
to Sec. II-C. The output of Prospective is resPpredicted , a pre-
diction for the Pth percentile of response time.
As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the simulator first generates a time
line consisting of the arrival instants of all transactions in
T arranged in chronological order (lines 2-7, Algorithm 1).
It then starts processing these arrival events as described
in the second loop of Algorithm 1. Specifically, processing
each arrival instant involves calculating the response time
of that transaction and hence the time instant at which the
transaction completes, i.e., the departure time. The simulator
uses the response time prediction module to compute the
response time of that transaction using the historical repos-
itory D. As mentioned previously, to calculate the response
time of any given transaction i the simulator requires the
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Algorithm 1Main Steps of Prospective
1 Input: T, P, O, I , Output: resPpredicted
2 foreach (transaction in T) do
3 arrival ← transaction.arrivalTime
4 k ← transaction.type
5 event← createEvent(k , arrival, null)
6 AddToTimeline(event)
7 end
8 foreach event in Timeline do
9 i← i + 1
10 k← event .transactionType
11 arrivali← event .arrivalTime
12 Li← calcStartLoad(i, arrivali)
13 presLii ← PredictResponseTime(i, k , Li)
14 departurei← arrivali + presLii
15 foreach iteration in (1, I ) do
16 Li← calcLoad(arrivali, departurei, O)
17 presLii ← PredictResponseTime(i, k , Li)




22 resPpredicted ← calculatePercentile(RESPs, P)
FIGURE 2. Example of load and response time estimation.
load Li over the execution of that transaction. However, Li
is unknown when the simulator processes the arrival instant.
As a result, the simulator has to guessLi and iteratively refine
that estimate.
The simulator uses the known instantaneous load at the
arrival instant of i as an initial estimate of Li. The instan-
taneous load is a known quantity since the simulator knows
the arrival instants of all previous transactions and has also
calculated the departure instants of those transactions. The
simulator provides thisLi estimate as well as the transaction’s
type k as inputs to the response time prediction module
and obtains presLii as an initial response time estimate. This
response time is then used to compute an initial departure
time of transaction i. As shown in Fig. 2 (b), calculation of
the departure time (denoted by a solid grey circle) allows the
simulator to obtain a different estimate of Li that captures
other concurrently executing transactions. This triggers an
iterative process where the initial estimate of Li is refined
taking into account the departures and arrivals that hap-
pen during the newly estimated execution time line of i
(lines 16-20, Algorithm 1).
We first refine Li using O. The parameter O allows the
simulator to only include those transactions that have a sig-
nificant overlap with the execution of transaction i. For any
given transaction i and any other concurrent transaction j,
the overlap Oi,j between them is described as the difference
between the departure time of the predecessor transaction
and the arrival time of the successor transaction expressed
as a percentage of the response time of transaction i. The
simulator only considers those transaction pairs whose Oi,j
values are greater than or equal to O for computing the
load Li.
Fig. 2 (c) illustrates the use of O. In this example, transac-
tions p1 and p2 arrive prior to transaction i. The simulator has
already computed their departure times (solid black circles)
and they are both predicted to end after the arrival of i.
Transactions s1 and s2 arrive after i but their departure times
have not been estimated yet. For this example, only p2 and
s1 satisfy the acceptable overlap criterion specified by O.
Consequently, the load vector Li is updated such that the
number of transactions of the type to which p1 belongs is
decremented by 1. This ensures that p1 does not influence
the load. Similarly, the number of transactions of the type
to which s1 belongs is incremented by 1. Transaction s2 is
not involved in the load calculation since it did not meet the
overlap criterion. The updatedLi is used to calculate a revised
departure time for i, as shown in Fig. 2 (d). This refinement
process is repeated I times. A pre-processing step, outlined
next, is used to select O and I values that can yield accurate
predictions.
C. PRE-PROCESSING FOR AUTOMATED
PARAMETER SELECTION
The basic idea in this step is to use the simulator to predict the
measured response times of transactions in the historical trace
data Trep used to construct the repository D. The simulator
employs various O and I values and selects the values that
most accurately predict the historically measured response
time percentiles embodied by Trep. We now describe two
parameter selection approaches namely, arrival independent
and arrival dependent.
The basic operation mode of Prospective, as depicted
in Fig. 1, uses arrival independent parameter selection. With
this approach, the simulator takes as input a workload
trace Ttune. Each line of Ttune corresponds to a transaction
recorded in Trep. It contains the arrival instant of the trans-
action and the transaction’s type. For the sake of simplicity,
Prospective independently searches for the best O and I val-
ues. During the process for selecting the value ofO, the value
of I is set to 1. The simulator first conducts experiments
using progressively increasing O values. For each of these
experiments, we calculate over all percentiles of interest the
mean of the prediction errors (defined in Sec. IV-D). We then
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select the O value that results in the least error. The simulator
then uses this value of O and performs experiments with
progressively increasing values of I . For any given percentile
of interest, we select the I value that yields the least prediction
error.
We also study Prospective with arrival dependent parame-
ter selection where the choice ofO and I depends on the mean
transaction arrival rate λ. During parameter selection, we first
split Trep into a set of sub-traces < T1rep, T
2
rep, . . . ,T
u
rep >,
each containing the same number of transactions. For each
sub-trace Tirep, we calculate the mean transaction arrival rate
λi and select O and I using a full factorial parameter sweep
over a pre-defined range of values for these parameters. The
final result after considering all the sub-traces is a look up
table τ that records the O and I values discovered for λi
∀i ∈ {1, . . . u}.
During the simulation, when arrival dependent parameter
selection is enabled, the simulator considers equal duration
transaction windows in the input trace T. For each window
w, it calculates the arrival rate λw. For any transaction i in
this window, it provides λw to the response time prediction
module in addition to the usual inputs, i.e., the load Li and
the transaction’s type k . The response time prediction module
uses the look up table τ to locate the entry whose arrival rate
is closest to λw. It then uses the O and I values pertaining
to that entry while predicting response times in that window
w. Due to its arrival dependency and the use of full factorial
parameter search, parameter selection can take a longer time
using this approach. However, it could potentially improve
prediction accuracy for workloads with highly variable trans-
action arrival patterns. We evaluate this in detail in Sec. V.
D. RESPONSE TIME PREDICTION MODULE
As shown in Algorithm 2, the response time prediction mod-
ule takes as input the transaction type k of transaction i and
the load Li. The module first looks up the repository D to
check if any transactions of type k experienced the load Li
when the historical data was collected. If there is a hit for
the k and Li combination, then the module obtains a list
HLik containing past transaction response times observed for
this combination. Finally, a response time value is selected
at random from this list and returned as presLii , the response
time prediction for transaction i (lines 2-4, Algorithm 2).
If there is no hit for the desired transaction type and load
combination, then a CF based method is used to predict
response time. This involves finding similar transaction types
that have experienced the load Li in D.
The CF method relies on the computation of similarity
measures between pairs of transaction types in the system.
Two transaction types j and k are considered to be similar if
their mean response times are similar to each other for all
observed loads in the repository. Their similarity measure
S[j, k] characterizes the extent of their similarity. We use
the commonly used Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) as
our similarity metric. Using PCC, the similarity between two




(resek − res∗k )× (resej − res∗j )√ ∑
e∈Ekj
(resek − res∗k )2 ×
∑
e∈Ekj
(resej − res∗j )2
(1)
In Eq. 1, the similarity S[k, j] between transaction types k and
j is calculated based on the mean response times of these two
transaction types for all common loads, Ekj, they have expe-
rienced before. Common loads are loads at the Web service
that both k and j have experienced in the past. resek shows
the measured response time of transaction type k under one
such load e ∈ Ekj. In Equation 1, res∗k and res∗j are the mean
response times of transaction types k and j under all system
loads recorded in D, respectively. As described shortly, the
similarity value between each pair of transaction types is
calculated and used within Eq. 2 to estimate the response
time. We note that the similarity measures calculation need
to be computed only once by processing the repository D.
To predict the transaction’s response time using CF the
module first generates a random number r using a uniform
distribution between 0 and 1. It then identifies NLik as the set
of other transaction types similar to k that have encountered
the load Li in D. For each similar transaction type j in N
Li
k ,
the module then constructs a list HLij that contains response
times recorded for j under Li. Next, the module selects the r th
quantile of response time from this list as presLij . This process
is depicted in lines 6-12 of Algorithm 2.
The final step of the CF method is to aggregate all the
presLij values pertaining to the similar transaction types
into a single response time prediction presLii for the trans-
action i. This aggregation uses the similarity measures
between k and the similar transaction types recorded in NLik .
Specifically, we use the aggregation approach proposed by
Breese et al. [12] implemented as Eq. 2 in our context.
resLik = res∗k +
∑
j∈NLik
(resLij − res∗j )× S[k, j]∑
j∈NLik
|S[k, j]| (2)
When no transactions in D have experienced the load Li
the module simply returns the predicted response time presLik
as the mean response time of all transactions of type k in
the repository D (Lines 14-16, Algorithm 2). We refer to the
percentage likelihood of this scenario as the miss rate which
provides an estimate of the error in Prospective’s prediction.
While the basic operation mode of Prospective distin-
guishes transactions based on transaction types, we also
explore another approach where similar transaction types are
further clustered into a smaller number of transaction groups.
We refer to this as the clustered approach.With this approach,
we use the well-known K-means clustering algorithm [13]
during the pre-processing step. We use a simple method
where the centroid of a cluster is the mean response time
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Algorithm 2 Response Time Prediction
1 Input: D, i, k , Li, Output: pres
Li
i
2 HLik ← query repository (k,Li)
3 if (HLik is not empty) then
4 presLii ← randomValue(HLik )
5 else
6 NLik ← query similar transactions(k , Li)
7 if (NLik is not empty) then
8 r ← randomNumber()
9 foreach j ∈ NLik do
10 HLij ← query repository (j,Li)
11 presLij ← getValue(r , HLij )
12 end
13 presLii ← adjusted value of all presLij (Eq. 2)
14 else
15 presLii ← mean response time of k
16 end
17 end
of transaction types assigned to that cluster. In this manner,
transaction types with similar mean response times get clus-
tered to the same transaction group.
With the clustered approach, the response time prediction
module first maps the input transaction type k to its transac-
tion group g. It also translates the input load vector Li into
a vector that records the numbers of concurrent transactions
belonging to each transaction group. The rest of the predic-
tion process is similar to what is outlined in Algorithm 2
except that the module operates at the granularity of trans-
action groups as opposed to transaction types. The clustered
approach could benefit scenarios where it is possible to come
up with a more compact grouping of transactions than that
suggested by the service’s URLs. We evaluate this feature in
detail in Sec. V.
III. USING PROSPECTIVE FOR HORIZONTAL SCALING
In the previous sections, we describe how Prospective can
be used for predicting the response times of transactions
submitted to a single instance of a Web service. If a predicted
response time percentile exceeds its corresponding threshold,
the service operator would typically be interested in explor-
ing horizontal scaling strategies that employ multiple server
instances. With horizontal scaling, incoming transactions are
distributed among a set of server instances based on a load
balancing policy. To support evaluation of horizontal scaling
strategies, we implement a load balancingmodule in Prospec-
tive that simulates the common load balancing policies, such
as Weighted Round Robin (WRR) and the Least Connection
(LC). The number of instances of each instance type is spec-
ified as an input to the simulation.
With the WRR policy, each server instance m has associ-
atedwith it a weightwm that determines the fraction of incom-
ing transactions assigned to that instance. Before starting the
TABLE 1. Experiment settings.
simulation process described in Sec. II-B, Prospective uses
the weights to assign each transaction in the input trace
T to a specific server instance. As a result, each instance
m gets assigned an input trace of transactions Tm. Next,
Prospective simulates the behaviour of each instance using
the traces generated in this manner. Specifically, for each
instance m Prospective uses the historical repository pertain-
ing to that instance to estimate the response times in Tm.
Finally, response times estimated in this manner are collected
from all instances to calculate the response time percentile of
interest.
The LC policy assigns an incoming transaction to the
instance that is currently handling the least number of active
transactions ν. Active transactions at an instance are those
transactions that are currently being executed at the instance.
Since the ν values depend on the response time behaviour
of individual instances, it is more challenging to simulate
LC thanWRR. To realize LC, Prospective maintains separate
transaction arrival time lines for the instances. Consider trans-
action i in T with an arrival instant of t . Prospective assigns
this transaction to the arrival time line of the instance with
the least ν at time t . We note that in contrast to the example
outlined in Fig. 2, at this point Prospective has no knowledge
about the transactions that would follow i. This is because
future arrivals at the instance depend on instantaneous values
of ν at the instances. Consequently, response time and com-
pletion time of transaction i is estimated based only on the
transactions that arrived before i at this instance. This estimate
as well as the response time estimates of the other active
transactions at this instance are continually adjusted based
on the transactions that arrive subsequently to the instance.
Response time percentiles of interest are calculated after all




Table 1 provides details of our test environment. We use
virtual machines (VM) running on a multicore server to host
our Web servers. We use the httperf tool [14] for generat-
ing workloads. httperf is installed on a different multicore
server. Both servers are connected by an Ethernet switch
that provides dedicated 1 Gbps connectivity. Consequently,
response times measured by httperf are a reliable indicator of
the server’s performance. Finally, we implement Prospective
using a set of Python scripts.
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B. EXPERIMENT FACTORS
Table 2 lists the experiment factors and their levels. Default
levels are shown in bold.
TABLE 2. Experiment factors.
We run the RUBiS benchmark version 1.0 [6] as our
Web service. RUBiS is a popular benchmark for multi-tiered
applications and has been used extensively by others
[7], [15]–[19]. It emulates the behavior of an auction server
that allows users to browse and bid for items. The service sup-
ports 14 distinct transaction types. Examples of the supported
transactions are browsing products, searching, and viewing
bid histories.
We use the Large VM instance by default. The target
response time percentiles that we are interested in predicting
are 25th , 50th , 75th , 95th, and 99th percentiles. The 95th and
99th percentiles are commonly used in SLAs. They capture
the tail behaviour of the response time distribution and are
challenging to predict.
We study Prospective’s ability to predict the behaviour of
different types of transaction arrival patterns. Fig. 3 shows the
inter arrival time between successive transactions of a subset
of these patterns. Patterns 1 to 3 use the exponential distribu-
tion to generate inter arrival times. Their mean inter arrival
times are selected to cause low (30%), medium (50%), and
high (70%) mean per-core utilization on a large VM instance
of the RUBiS server.
As shown in Fig. 3, patterns 4 to 7 emulate time vary-
ing arrivals, which are typical of many real Web services
[20], [21]. Patterns 4 and 5 use exponential distributions
with different means to achieve the time varying behaviour.
In pattern 4, the mean inter arrival times are chosen such that
the RUBiS server’s mean per-core utilization increases from
10% to 80%, and then decreases from 80%, to 10%. In pattern
5, the mean per-core utilization decreases from 80% to 10%
and then increases from 10% to 80%. By alternating between
very low and very high utilizations, these patterns mimic
bursty behaviour. Inter arrival times of pattern 6 and pattern
7 do not follow the exponential distribution. Pattern 6 causes
mean per-core utilization to gradually vary between 10% to
65%. Pattern 7 utilizations vary similarly but the variations
are more rapid.
Patterns 8 and 9 are used to study the impact of distri-
butions with lower and higher variability than the exponen-
tial distribution. While pattern 8 has half the coefficient of
variation (CV) of exponential, pattern 9 has two times the
CV of exponential. For these patterns we use the same mean
inter arrival time as in the default Medium − Exp pattern,
i.e., Pattern 2, to facilitate comparisons.
To demonstrate the ability of Prospective to support sys-
tem sizing exercises, we consider two additional patterns.
Patterns 10 and 11, VHigh − Exp and XHigh − Exp, are
exponential patterns (not shown in Fig. 3) that cause very
high and extreme utilizations, respectively. VHigh − Exp is
the maximum load that can be sustained on the large instance.
This in turn leads to extremely long response times on the
service. The mean arrival rate of XHigh−Exp is almost twice
that of VHigh−Exp and hence this pattern cannot be handled
using oneVM instance alone. Results involving these patterns
are discussed in Sec. VI.
We also study the sensitivity of Prospective to transac-
tion mix. We use three different mixes that differ in the
percentages of static transactions (S), i.e., transactions that
do not require dynamically generated content, and dynamic
transactions (D). Mix40S − 60D is the default browsing
mix of RUBiS. It contains 40% static transactions and 60%
dynamic transactions. This mix is used in creating the repos-
itory. Mix60S − 40D contains 60% static and 40% dynamic
transactions.Mix100S−0D contains only static transactions.
We evaluate Prospective under two different modes. Under
the basic mode, Prospective offers predictions at the granular-
ity of transaction types and uses arrival independent selection
of O an I . With the enhanced mode, it clusters transaction
types into transaction groups and also uses arrival dependent
parameter selection. In this mode, we consider 5 second
transaction windows. As described in Sec. II, we compute λw
for each such window and use that in combination with the
look up table τ to obtain the O and I values to use for that
window.
Several different baseline response time estimation
strategies are compared. The Avg-Tr approach ignores the
dependency of transaction response times on the load vector.
It estimates the response time of a transaction by computing
the mean of the response times recorded for that transaction’s
type in the historical repository. The Avg-Load approach con-
siders load but ignores transaction type. For each transaction,
it estimates the load, i.e., total number of concurrent transac-
tions. It then obtains the prediction as the mean response time
of all transactions, regardless of transaction type, that have
experienced the estimated load. We note that this approach
is similar to the approach used by Spicuglia et al. [22]. The
Avg-Tr-Load approach considers both load and transaction
type similar to Prospective. However, unlike Prospective it
merely estimates the response time of a transaction as the
mean response time of all records with the desired load and
transaction type. We note that these baseline methods all use
arrival independent parameter selection.
We also compare Prospective with two different quantile
regression approaches. The Reg-CPU approach suggested
by Watson et al. [7] relates the response time percentile to
the mean per-core utilization U of the server, as shown by
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FIGURE 3. Arrival patterns used in experiments.
the performance function in Eq. 3. The Reg-Rate approach
used by Bodik et al. [8] is similar but uses mean transaction
arrival rate λ as the independent variable, as shown in Eq. 4.
To facilitate a fair comparison, we use the same historical data
contained in Prospective’s repository to train and obtain the β
coefficients in the models. The historical data is divided into
1-second windows. Each window provides training observa-
tions that relate the dependent variable, i.e., response time
of a transaction in that window, to the independent variable,
i.e., eitherU or λ of the window. Quantile regression uses the
training data to obtain different sets of β coefficients for the
different percentiles of interest.
resPpredicted (U ) = β0 + β1 × U + exp(β2 + β3 × U ) (3)
resPpredicted (λ) = β0 + β1 × λ+ exp(β2 + β3 × λ) (4)
C. EXPERIMENT PROCESS
Before starting the evaluation, we need to create a historical
repository. Our intent is to create a repository that covers a
diversity of transaction types and per-core utilizations. To cre-
ate such a repository, we use the default mix,Mix40S−60D,
that contains all the RUBiS transaction types. We then sub-
mit to the service traces of transactions conforming to this
mix and having exponential inter arrival time distributions.
The mean inter arrival times are selected to generate various
per-core utilization levels (10% < per-core utilization< 90%
in steps of 5%). For each utilization level, we repeat the
experiment using 5 different samples drawn from the relevant
exponential distribution. Each run contains 9, 000 transac-
tions. As mentioned previously, a transaction trace Trep is
collected from system logs under these experiments and is
used for creating the repository. After creating the repository,
the pre-processing steps discussed previously are carried out.
For the arrival independent selection of O and I , we vary
O in steps of 10% from 10% to 90% and I in steps of 1
from 1 to 3. Since we search for O and I independently,
this translates to 11 simulation experiments to identify these
parameters. For the arrival dependent selection, we split the
trace used in the arrival independent approach into 9 smaller
sub-traces having equal number of transactions. For each
sub-trace, we use the same ranges for O and I as in the
arrival independent selection. However, since we employ a
full factorial parameter sweep, parameter selection involves
27 experiments for each sub-trace. Accounting for the smaller
traces, the arrival dependent approach needs approximately
2.5 times more experiments than the arrival independent
approach for deducing the values of O and I .
For each measurement and simulation experiment, we use
multiple statistically similar samples from the relevant arrival
model and transaction mix. Each of them involves a trace of
9, 000 transactions.We calculate themean and the 95%CI for
both the measured and predicted response time percentiles by
replicating the experiments.
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D. EVALUATION METRIC
To evaluate the accuracy of Prospective, we use the absolute
relative error of the predicted response time percentile values




| × 100 (5)
In Eq. 5, P represents the desired percentile level and errP
is the error for the Pth percentile response time prediction.
resPpredicted and res
P
measured are the mean of the predicted and
measured Pth percentile values.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we report the result of experiments designed
to validate Prospective.
A. PRE-PROCESSING
We first focus on selecting the O and I values. Fig. 4 shows
the selection of the overlap parameter O for three different
sub-traces with progressively increasing arrival rates namely,
Low, Medium, and High. We only show the 95th percentile
with I set to 1. Similar trends are observed for other cases.
FIGURE 4. Selecting the overlap value.
From Fig. 4,O values around 50%, 40%, and 30% yield the
lowest errors for Low, Medium, and High, respectively. For
any given arrival rate, very low values ofO cause transactions
that have very low overlap to be counted towards the load
leading to overly pessimistic response time estimates. Very
high values ignore the effects of some transactions that have
quite a bit of overlap leading to optimistic estimates. Further-
more, Fig. 4 shows that higher arrival rates benefit from lower
values of O. This suggests that a transaction’s response time
at higher loads is sensitive to even transactions that only have
a small overlap. These results motivate the arrival dependent
selection of O for scenarios experiencing high arrival rates.
Results suggest that the tuning of I is specific for each
percentile of interest. In general the value of I needs to be
greater than 1 for the extreme tail percentiles, e.g., the 99th
percentile, for better accuracy. We omit presenting detailed
results for the sake of brevity.
Finally, we focus on the clustered approachwhere Prospec-
tive assigns transaction types to transaction groups using
K-means clustering. As discussed previously, the selection
of the number of clusters, i.e., transaction groups, and the
clustering is done automatically in the pre-processing step.
In our case, when increasing the number of clusters the
mean distance of a point from its cluster centroid decreases
and stabilizes with 5 clusters. As a result, we group RUBiS
transaction types into 5 transaction groups.
B. COMPARISON WITH BASELINE AND
REGRESSION APPROACHES
In this section, we compare the baseline estimation
approaches and the state-of-the-art quantile regression tech-
niques introduced in Sec. IV-B with Prospective. We use
the basic operation mode of Prospective, which uses arrival
independent O and I and operates at the granularity of trans-
action types.We consider the default levels for the experiment
factors as shown in Table 2 and report mean prediction errors
of all percentile values.
Avg-Tr, which ignores load, produces a large mean error
of 39.8%. Avg-Load, which considers load but ignores trans-
action type, also does poorly with a mean error of 72.9%.
In contrast, Prospective yields a mean error of 4.6%. These
results establish the importance of incorporating both load
and transaction type into the prediction process.
Similar to Prospective, Avg-Tr-Load considers both trans-
action type and load. Recalling from Sec. IV-B, Avg-Tr-Load
uses mean of the response times recorded for a transaction
type and load combination. In contrast, Prospective randomly
draws from a list of historical response times recorded for that
combination. Fig. 5 compares their predicted response time
distributions. From the figure, the averaging done by Avg-
Tr-Load causes probability masses to bunch together over a
few values causing the distribution to deviate significantly
from the actual measured distribution. Prospective avoids this
problem and follows the measured distribution more closely.
FIGURE 5. Comparison of response time distributions.
Next, we compare the performance of Prospective with
the two quantile regression approaches, Reg − CPU and
Reg − Rate. Table 3 shows the prediction errors of the three
approaches when we vary the mix while keeping other factors
at their default levels. From the table, all three techniques
perform comparably when predicting for the default mix,
i.e.,Mix−40S−60D. Recalling from Sec. IV, this is the mix
used to build the historical repository and train the regression
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TABLE 3. Mean prediction errors of regression models.
models. From Table 3, as expected, the accuracies of the
regression techniques suffer significantly while predicting for
the other two mixes, i.e., Mix − 60S − 40D and Mix −
100S − 0D. This is because these regression techniques do
not consider the mix in their models. Reg − CPU approach
performs better than Reg − Rate, as CPU utilization can
capture the change of mix better than arrival rate. However,
Reg− CPU requires a method to predict the CPU utilization
of the workload for which prediction is desired. In contrast
to the regression techniques, Prospective provides accurate
estimates for these non-default mixes. These results indicate
Prospective’s ability to generalize well for workloads not
directly captured by the historical repository. We explore the
impact of mix in more detail in Sec. V-D.
We also compare the sensitivity of the three approaches to
arrival patterns different than the one used to build the reposi-
tory. Recalling from Sec. IV, the repository is built by using a
set of time varying exponential transaction inter-arrival time
distributions. We use the three techniques to offer predictions
for the four non-exponential workloads, i.e., Patterns 6-9,
and default levels for other factors. For these four patterns,
Reg − CPU and Reg − Rate perform comparably and result
in mean errors of 23% and 25%, respectively. This is about 3
times higher than the mean prediction error of 7.2% that we
obtain with Prospective for these four patterns. This result
further corroborates the ability of Prospective to generalize
better than the regression approaches. The accuracy of the
regression approaches could be improved by exploring other
choices for performance functions, regression techniques,
and featurization, e.g., independent variables that explicitly
capture the mix and arrival pattern. Prospective offers an
alternative that does not require an operator to spend time
investigating such choices.
C. EFFECT OF ARRIVAL PATTERNS
Table 4 shows Prospective’s percentile prediction errors and
their mean for the different arrival patterns in the basic
mode. Patterns 1 to 5 use either exponential or time vary-
ing exponential distributions. While the repository is con-
structed using exponential distributions, the exact sequence
and inter-arrival times of transactions in the repository are
different from those of patterns 1 to 5. For example, unlike
Patterns 4 and 5, the repository does not encounter situations
where the system switches between very high and very low
utilizations. Results show that Prospective yields very good
accuracy for these patterns with the maximum mean error
being 13.2%.
Among patterns 1 to 5, the worst errors occur for cases
where the system encounters very high per-core utilizations.
For example, theHigh−Exp pattern imposes a mean per-core
utilization of 70% with peak utilizations reaching up to 90%.
The prediction errors for the 95th and 99th percentiles for this
case are 18.5% and 30.1%, respectively. Similarly, the Low−
High and High − Low represent bursty workload patterns
where the mean per-core utilization can reach an extremely
high value of 80%. The mean prediction errors for the 95th
and 99th percentiles for these two case are 15.0% and 23.5%,
respectively. We notice that at very high utilizations there is
more diversity in the number of unique load vectors that can
be encountered by the system. As a result, there is a higher
likelihood that Prospective will have a miss, i.e., not find
a match for a transaction type and load combination in the
repository either by using historical response times directly
or by applying the CF method. As discussed previously,
Prospective merely uses the mean historical response time for
the relevant transaction type as its prediction when there is a
miss. This leads to optimistic predictions for the 95th and 99th
percentiles.
TABLE 4. Prediction errors - basic prospective.
Table 4 also shows that Prospective is very accurate for the
Periodic − Gradual and Periodic − Rapid patterns, which
have non-exponential, time varying arrivals. These results
indicate that Prospective can offer predictions for inter arrival
time distributions different than that governing the repository.
Specifically, it can provide good predictions as long as there
is a good match in the repository for the transaction type and
load combinations.
Next, we focus on the impact of the variability of the
inter-arrival time distribution. From Table 4, Prospective is
very accurate for the HypoExp pattern, which imposes the
same per-core utilization as Medium − Exp but has half the
CV of exponential. The HyperExp pattern has twice the CV
as exponential and hence triggers phases with intense trans-
action arrivals where the per-core utilization of the system is
very high. As a result, Prospective is less accurate for this
case than the Medium − Exp and HypoExp cases. However,
the mean error is still only 10.2% for this case.
Summarizing, the basic operation mode of Prospective
is very accurate for cases that correspond to the utilization
ranges of real life servers [23]. Errors increase for scenarios
with very high utilizations. We next show how such high
utilization scenarios can benefit from the enhanced operation
mode of Prospective, i.e., using arrival dependentO and I and
operating at the granularity of transaction groups.
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TABLE 5. Prediction errors - enhanced prospective.
Table 5 compares Prospective’s accuracy for the different
arrival patterns while operating in the enhanced mode. In gen-
eral, Prospective is even more accurate under the enhanced
mode. The mean error over all patterns and all percentiles
decreases from 8.4% to 5.5%. The baseline operation of
Prospective has mean errors of 11.0% and 14.2% for the 95th
and 99th percentiles, respectively. In contrast, the enhanced
mode reduces themean errors for the 95th and 99th percentiles
to 6.1% and 7.2%, respectively.
From Table 5, the enhanced mode is particularly effective
for scenarios that cause high per-core utilizations. For the
High−Exp pattern, the errors for the 95th and 99th percentiles
decrease from 18.5% and 30.1% to 8.1% and 5.5%, respec-
tively. Similar improvements are also seen for the extremely
bursty Low − High and High − Low patterns as well as the
highly variable HyperExp pattern.
The reason for the effectiveness of the enhanced mode
at high utilizations is two fold. First, as noted previously,
at high utilizations there is a greater diversity in the number of
possible load vectors seen by the system. Clustering reduces
this diversity by grouping similar transaction types into the
same transaction group. This decreases the number of misses
thereby improving accuracy. Second, as shown in Sec. V-A,
high load scenarios benefit from smaller values of O when
compared to low load scenarios. By adapting the choice of O
to load, i.e., transaction arrival rate, the enhancedmode is able
to further improve accuracy. For the remainder of the paper
we use the enhanced mode of Prospective.
D. EFFECT OF TRANSACTION MIX, CF, AND
REPOSITORY EVOLUTION
To study Prospective’s sensitivity to mix, we submit each
of the mixes shown in Table 2 while using the default
Medium− Exp arrival pattern. The mixes have very different
response time behaviours. For example the 99th percentile
of the response time with Mix40S − 60D is 10 times larger
than the response time of the Mix100S − 0D. Table 6 shows
the prediction errors. As expected, Prospective offers the
most accurate predictions for the default Mix40S − 60D,
which also corresponds to the mix of the historical reposi-
tory. Predictions degrade slightly for the non-default mixes
Mix60S−40D andMix100S−0D but are still quite accurate.
Errors correlate well with themiss rates seen by the simulator.
The miss rates for Mix60S − 40D and Mix100S − 0D are
TABLE 6. Prediction errors(%) for different mixes.
12% and 4%, respectively. This suggests that the miss rate
reported by Prospective can be used by the operator to assess
predictive accuracy.
We explore Mix60S − 40D further to show the value of
incorporating the CF method into Prospective. Disabling CF
doubles the miss rate. As a result, the prediction error for the
95th percentile and the mean error increase from 8.3% and
7.5% to 16.0% and 14.1%, respectively.
We now study the impact of evolving the repository to
include a new mix. Prospective can continually expand its
repository to include new measurements, e.g., data from
the live system. To verify this, we expose the system to a
workload that uses Mix60S − 40D. We use a time varying
exponential inter arrival time distribution similar to the pro-
cess described in Sec. IV-C. Response time information from
this workload is then integrated into the repository. We then
conduct a simulation to predict for Mix60S − 40D with the
default Medium − Exp arrival pattern. Due to the expanded
repository, the error for the 95th percentile and the mean error
decrease from 8.3% and 7.5% to 5.7% and 6.0%, respectively.
These prediction errors are close to the error of the default
mix,Mix40S−60D, and shows that Prospective is robust and
can continually refine its predictions based on new data. The
expansion of the repository happens in the same way when
new arrival patterns are observed.
E. SENSITIVITY TO REPOSITORY CONTENT
In this experiment, we study the sensitivity of Prospective
to the contents of the repository in more detail. For this
purpose, we compare the prediction accuracy for the Low −
Exp, Medium − Exp, and High − Exp patterns when the
repository contains different sets of historical data. Recalling
from Sec. IV, these workloads cause per-core utilizations
of 30%, 50%, and 70%, respectively. All other factors are
set at their default levels. For this experiment, as shown
in Table 7, we use 7 different controlled sets of traces to popu-
late the repository. All traces are generated using exponential
inter-arrival times and the default mix. The sets differ in the
range of per-core utilizations they cause on the system. For
example,C3 causes two distinct periods of activity withmean
per-core utilizations of 10% and 90%. C7 is the default trace
used to generate the repository for the experiments presented
in the previous sections.
For the various repositories we consider, Fig. 6a and Fig.
6b show the miss rate and mean prediction error, respectively.
From the figures, the miss rate and prediction error are high
with C1 when the repository only contains data for low
per-core utilization. Interestingly, miss rate decreases and
accuracy improves for all three workloads forC2 even though
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TABLE 7. Repository content.
FIGURE 6. Results with different repository content.
the repository only contains data pertaining to the extreme
90% per-core utilization. As stated previously, the num-
ber of unique load vectors increases with utilization. As a
result, C2 yields more load vectors than C1 thereby helping
Prospective. From Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b, miss rate decreases
and accuracy improves significantly with C3, which captures
behaviour under both low, i.e., 10%, and extreme, i.e., 90%,
per-core utilizations. Covering a wide range of utilizations
yields a diverse set of load vectors to the repository which
in turn helps improve accuracy.
F. DISCUSSION
From the results, Prospective significantly outperforms other
baseline techniques. In particular, unlike the existing quan-
tile regression-based approaches, Prospective is able to offer
accurate predictions even for arrival patterns and mixes not
directly captured in the repository.
The use of load vectors in combination with CF helps offer
accurate predictions for a given arrival pattern and mix even
if that pattern and mix have not been explicitly observed in
the past. Specifically, Prospective modulates the progression
of load vectors during a simulation to implicitly consider the
impact of both the arrival pattern and the mix. For example,
a synthetic input trace with a highly variable arrival pattern
causes Prospective to generate a highly variable progression
of load vectors thereby helping to capture the impact of the
variability. Similarly, a mix that favours one particular trans-
action type will cause Prospective to generate a progression
of load vectors where that transaction type dominates.
Prospective is a data-driven technique and therefore, simi-
lar to any other data-driven technique depends on the qual-
ity of the historical repository. Data-driven techniques are
usually sensitive to the quality of their data. The superiority
of Prospective is in mitigating this sensitivity through the
CF technique. Where possible, Prospective exploits existing
historical response time measurements for the transaction
type and load vector combinations generated during simu-
lation. For example, while predicting for Mix60S − 40D in
Sec. V-D, 76% of the combinations generated by Prospective
during the simulation are already present in the repository
even though the repository is generated using a different mix.
For combinations not observed previously, it exploits a novel
CF based method to estimate response times. Considering the
sameMix60S−40D example from Sec. V-D, our CF method
allowed predictions to be generated for approximately half of
the 24% of combinations not present in the repository.
The main reasons for the superiority of the technique can
be summarized as follows:
• Prospective’s response time prediction process consid-
ers the transaction type. This improves accuracy since
different transaction types can stress system resources
differently.
• The load vector used during prediction records the num-
bers and types of concurrent transactions observed in the
system. Themix of the incoming workload can affect the
mix of the transactions observed in the population vec-
tor. Therefore, it can capture the impact of the workload
mix.
• The population vectors can also capture the arrival rate
of transactions. The higher the transaction arrival rate is,
there is more chance to observe vectors with a higher
number of transactions in them.
• Moreover, the population vectors can capture the effect
of arrival patterns. For example, a high variability in a
bursty workload is reflected as higher variability in the
vectors experienced by the system.
• The use of the population vectors in conjunction with
CF, helps our system to offer predictions for a given
workload even if that workload has not been explicitly
observed in the past.
VI. USING PROSPECTIVE FOR SYSTEM SIZING
We now demonstrate how Prospective can be used for hor-
izontal scaling to mitigate violation of a response time per-
centile target. Specifically, we show how one can estimate
the number and type of server instances with minimum cost
to achieve a target response time percentile. This feature can
enable self-organization in could services.
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We consider two different types of VM instances for the
RUBiS service namely, Large (L) and Small (S). We assume
that the cost of acquiring one Large instance is greater than the
cost of acquiring two Small instances and lower than the cost
of three Small instances. Given this assumption, Prospective
searches for the system configuration with a minimum cost
that meets the SLA requirements. Accordingly, we create a
repository for Large and another repository for Small using
the methodology described in Sec. IV-C.
We use an iterative sizing approach to determine a hor-
izontal scaling strategy. We start by simulating the service
deployed on a single Large instance. If there is a violation,
we explore the addition of another instance. We define this
as scaling step. At each scaling step, we explore first the
addition of a Small instance. If simulation of this config-
uration suggests that the violation persists, we remove the
Small instance from the configuration and explore instead the
addition of a Large instance. If the violation still persists even
with the addition of the Large instance, we initiate one more
scaling step to provision an additional instance. The process
is repeated until Prospective indicates no violation.
We study both the WRR and LC load balancing policies.
From Table 1, the Large instance has twice the number
of cores and memory as the Small instance. Consequently,
a Large instance in a configuration will handle twice the num-
ber of transactions as the Small instance in the configuration.
Our goal is to realize a system that meets a 95th percentile
response time target of 10 ms. We consider three workloads
namely, High− Exp, VHigh− Exp, and XHigh− Exp. Both
High−Exp and VHigh−Exp violate the target while using a
single Large instance. As mentioned in Sec. IV, XHigh−Exp
cannot be sustained by a single Large instance alone.
Fig. 7 shows the configurations suggested by Prospective
while using WRR. Prospective indicates that the 95th per-
centile for theHigh−Expworkload is just under the target of
10.0 ms when using a configuration with one instance each
of Large and Small, i.e., L-S in Fig. 7. The VHigh − Exp
and XHigh−Exp workloads require 2 and 3 Large instances,
respectively. Note that in Fig. 7, the measured and predicted
values for XHigh − Exp are shown only for configurations
that can sustain this workload.
To validate Prospective’s predictions, we measure the per-
formance of all configurations evaluated by Prospective for
FIGURE 7. 95th percentiles of WRR for different configurations.
FIGURE 8. Response times under WRR and LC.
all three workloads. We use the HAProxy [24] load bal-
ancer configured with WRR. From Fig. 7, the 95th per-
centiles obtained from Prospective are close to the measured
percentiles for every configuration explored. Measurements
show that the configurations suggested by Prospective are the
configurations with the minimum cost that will not violate
the target 95th percentile. We repeated the same experiments
with the LC policy. As with WRR, predictions closely match
measurements.
Detailed analysis also reveals that LC yields lower mea-
sured response times than WRR and that Prospective is
able to capture this behaviour. As an example, we refer to
Fig. 8, which focuses on the predicted and measured 95th
percentile response times of both policies for the High−Exp
workload under the L − S configuration. From the figure,
both the measured and predicted response times with LC
are lower than their corresponding values with WRR. This
shows that Prospective is able to successfully predict the
measured behaviour of improved response times with LC.
Overall, Prospective has comparable response time prediction
accuracies for WRR and LC with the accuracy of LC being
slightly lower due to its higher complexity. Over the scaling
steps shown in Fig. 7, predictions under LC have only 1.9%
higher error on average than those under WRR.
VII. RELATED WORK
A large body of work has focused on the problem of select-
ing services that meet end user response time requirements
[25]–[34]. Such selection approaches can be used to recom-
mend Web services [25]–[31], automate the service compo-
sition [32] and runtime management [33], [35] of complex
service chains to meet cost and response time requirements.
In contrast to our work, these studies do not focus on pre-
dicting the impact of workload characteristics and system
configurations on Web service performance.
Several studies have proposed novel instrumentation tech-
niques to characterize the performance of Web services
[36], [37]. Li et al. propose WebProphet to predict the page
load time percentiles of popular services such as Google
Maps [36]. Jiang et al. develop WebPerf to estimate a
cloud-based Web service’s response time distribution under
various cloud configurations and runtime conditions [37].
Prospective differs from WebProphet and WebPerf in that it
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does not require specialized binary instrumentation to offer
performance predictions.
Analytic queuing modeling techniques have been fre-
quently used in literature for performance prediction [1], [38],
[38]. With this approach, key workload characteristics and
system configuration parameters are reflected into a Queuing
NetworkModel (QNM) [39]. The QNM is often solved using
Mean Value Analysis (MVA) [39].WhileMVA has been used
extensively, it is not intended for predicting response time
percentiles.
Modeling techniques that are considerably more com-
plex than MVA have been proposed for predicting response
time percentiles [40]–[46]. The models involved in these
techniques require considerable effort and expertise to con-
struct. Furthermore, in general, techniques based on analytic
queuing models often make simplifying assumptions. These
assumptions impact accuracy and limit applicability [47].
Queuing modeling techniques require an operator to man-
ually construct and validate a model. Typically, the pro-
cess of model building and validation is iterative. This
process is time consuming and requires experts in perfor-
mancemodeling. To address this problem, several researchers
have proposed techniques to automatically build queuing
models based on historical system response time measure-
ments [48], [49]. However, the models resulting from these
techniques are capable of only predicting mean response
times.
Queuing simulations are used in situations where it is dif-
ficult to abstract a system using an analytic model. Spicuglia
et al. propose an automated simulation approach that does not
require explicit model construction to predict response time
percentiles of cloud applications [22]. Similar to our work,
the authors uses results from controlled load tests to drive
a simulation that estimates transaction response times. The
technique presented in their paper can only handle a single
transaction type. As we show in Sec. V, not distinguishing
between transaction types can cause significant prediction
errors.
Machine learning provides an alternative to analytic and
simulation based queuing modeling techniques. Techniques
such as regression analysis [7], [8], [50], [51], Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVM) [15], [52], Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) [15], and Bayesian networks [53] have been used in
literature for performance prediction.
Watson et al. use quantile regression to relate percentiles
of response time metrics as a function of system resource
utilizations [7]. Bodik et al. also use quantile regression
to predict the 99th percentile of response times of a Web
application as a function of the mean transaction arrival
rate [8]. Uttamchandani et al. propose a black box perfor-
mance modeling technique for storage systems that exploits
SVM regression [52]. These regression approaches require
an expert to identify appropriate workload parameters, e.g.,
resource utilization and mean transaction arrival rate, as part
of a featurization process. Furthermore, one has to specify an
appropriate performance function, e.g., a kernel in the case
of SVM, that captures how the response time percentile of
interest relates to the workload parameters.
Several researchers have used regression approaches that
do not require the specification of a performance function
[50], [51]. For example, Wang et al. use the Classification
And Regression Trees (CART) technique to predict the mean
and 90th percentile response times of a storage system [50].
The authors show that the accuracy of CART models is
acceptable when the workload for which prediction is offered
is similar to the workload used to train the model.
Kundu et al. explore the use of an ANN to predict the
response time percentiles of a virtualized RUBiS Web ser-
vice as a function of the hardware resources assigned to
that service [15]. The authors show that splitting the feature
space into different regions and building a sub-model for
each region yields better accuracy than using a single global
model. However, needs excessive training data. Furthermore,
they state that careful tuning of the ANN, e.g., selecting an
appropriate activation function, is required for obtaining good
prediction accuracy.
In summary, applying machine learning requires operator
intervention for tasks that can have a big impact on accuracy
such as selecting an appropriate learning technique, featur-
ization, performance function selection, and model struc-
ture tuning. This motivates the need for approaches such as
Prospective that do not burden the operator with such tasks.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we address the key requirement of building a
prediction tool that does not require aWeb service operator to
perform time consuming tasks such as model building, featur-
ization, performance function selection, and model structure
tuning. Prospective applies a novel technique based on CF
to predict workload scenarios not directly observed in the
historical data. The use of load vectors in combination with
CF helps offer accurate predictions for a given arrival pattern
and mix even if that pattern and mix have not been explicitly
observed in the past. Specifically, Prospective modulates the
progression of load vectors during a simulation to implicitly
consider the impact of both the arrival pattern and the mix.
Results show that Prospective outperforms other baseline
techniques. It is effective for a wide variety of workloads
including those that exhibit highly variable transaction arrival
patterns. The technique is robust and is able to improve its
predictions continually based on new data. Prospective also
reports the miss rate metric, which helps an operator assess
the accuracy of a prediction.We show how the load balancing
module of Prospective can be leveraged in system sizing exer-
cises to determine the numbers and types of server instances
needed for meeting a response time percentile requirement.
In future, our research will be complemented along several
dimensions. Future research will validate Prospective for
other types of applications. We will also explore different
ways of featurizing arrival pattern and mix and compare the
accuracy of these alternatives.
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